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When Minden resident Mike Jarrett goes to sleep on cold winter nights, he doesn't turn on the heat. The heat's already there, stored in rocks and bricks under the floor 
of his solar-heated house. Jarrett, his wife, Mary, and their two children have been living in their           
three-bedroom house for the past 15 years. Jarrett's also a home builder who has been 
constructing solar homes for the past 20 years, 40 in northern Nevada.

 "The bottom line to make solar power work is to have south-facing glass walls," Jarrett said. "This is the direction that the sun streams in the windows during the 
winter. If the walls face west, then the sun is too hot in the summer."

 In Jarrett's home, sun shining through the windows heats the house. The heat rises to the 
ceiling, where there are ducts. A fan blows the warm air through the ducts down under the 
floor, where there are rocks and bricks. The rocks and bricks heat up throughout the day, and keep the house warm through the night, Jarrett said.

Jarrett recommends that 10-15 percent of the square footage of a home be glass to make the 
system work. That may seem like a lot of windows, and that heat would escape during the 
winter, but Jarrett said as long as the sun is shining and the windows face south, you should accumulate more heat than you lose. On cloudy days, many people use 
insulated draperies or  blinds to keep heat inside, Jarrett said.

South-facing windows also prevent the house from heating up too much in the
summer, Jarrett said. The sun is mostly overhead during summer, and if a house is designed with large overhangs, the sun will not shine directly into the home. Fall can 
be difficult, Jarrett said. It can be a warm season, and the sun is not so high in the sky. Sunlight streaming through the south-facing windows may overheat the house. 
But simply opening a window will let the heat escape, Jarrett explained.

> Northern Nevadans who want to try that system are in the right place.

 "Nevada is one of the best places to utilize the  power of the sun's energy due to our availability of sunshine," said Kirk White, a member of Sunrise Sustainable 
Resources Group, a local nonprofit  organization. "Las Vegas has sunshine and clear skies 100 percent of the time and Reno has the same conditions for 80-85 percent of 
the time. As a comparison, Wisconsin only gets 10 percent."

Sunlight also can be converted into electricity, which is how Jeannette and Lynn Garcia power their home in the Palomino Valley.

The Garcias purchased the land 12 years ago because they wanted to live in the country, but it was too expensive to connect to existing power lines.

"We needed to find an alternative source of energy," Jeannette Garcia said.

The Garcias obtained financing for solar panels and wind generators.The Garcias' 
1,800-square-foot, soon-to-be completed three bedroom, one bath home is powered by four solar panels that convert sun energy into the electricity. That's enough energy 
for lights andsuch standard appliances as TVs, a VCR, washing machine and stereo. Two windgenerators operate as a back-up system. A fireplace and solar heated water 
panels heat the home.

 "It is a lot better than we thought it would be," Jeannette Garcia said. "We
> have more power than we need usually. We set the power inverter on automatic
> and it gives us all the power we need. We do have to be conscious of turning
> appliances off when we're not using them and not to turn every appliance on
> at once, but we haven't needed to use our back-up  source yet at all."

People use solar energy for a variety of reasons. Some find it safe or cost efficient or are 
nervous about America's reliance on fossil fuel. Some are concerned about the environment and increasing dependence on nuclear energy.

Solar energy users are divided into three general groups. First, there are those who want to be completely 'off the grid' and want to utilize their own sources of 
energy independent from the power company.  Then there are those who use solar or wind energy as a back-up
> source in case of blackouts, storms and brownouts.The third group banks excess solar energy to save money. Energy obtained from the sun is stored in a battery inside 
the home
or sent back to the Sierra Pacific power grid for storage. 

For those people, Sierra Pacific has a net metering program. Customers can send the
> excess electricity into the Sierra Pacific power grid through a meter, and get credit for
> the energy sent back to the power company. If they need more electricity at
> night or when the sun isn't shining, they can obtain electricity from the
> power company.

> "The solar equipment people use has to meet certain criteria for safety
> reasons, and the people have to qualify for the  program," said Rod Sloan,
> contract administrator for Sierra Pacific's net metering program. "The
> equipment has to be or at least meet standard guidelines." 

There is no charge for the meter, and customers have the option to be billed annually or 
monthly.

"One of my customers spent a total of $83 for their fuel bill last year," Sloan said. "The next  home I build will incorporate solar and wind because they're 
environmentally friendly, safe and cost-efficient. Customers tell me they feel good about this because they feel they're saving our valuable natural resources."

In the past, people interested in solar energy have had to seek out information on how to do it. But new legislation may increase awareness of energy choices.

State lawmakers have passed legislation calling for the deregulation of Nevada's power markets in March 2000, allowing consumers and businesses to choose their power 
providers. State and federal groups are developing partnerships to encourage Nevadans to "go green," or choose solar and other "clean" energy sources, according to Dave 
McNeil, manager of renewable energy projects for the U.S. Department of Energy. "We have a huge opportunity to help consumers gain easy access," McNeil  said. "Some 
groups are committed to creating clean energy systems and are working together to show legislators what is feasible. The foreseeable benefits to our state include new 
job creation, tax reductions, reducedenergy expenditure and money invested in the state and local economies."

McNeil also is overseeing a project in which local lending institutions such as General Motors Acceptance Corporation can incorporate energy efficient systems as part 
of an entire mortgage package.

 "Existing homes are encouraged to retrofit their homes with solar and consumers buying new homes can factor the cost of buying these solar and wind generators right 
into their mortgage financing without increasing their mortgage amount," McNeil said. "This program will help to reduce consumer's and commercial utility bills."

These earth-friendly options will ensure a future where sustainable 
living is a reality, say members of Sunrise Sustainable Resources Group, a 
local, nonprofit organization that educates people about sustainable living
practices. The group conducts a yearly solar home tour featuring 
structures that have incorporated these improvements joining with the American 
Solar Energy Society that sponsors tours in more than 40 cities across the
country, and provides hands-on workshops in straw bale construction,
permaculture gardening and solar and wind energy usage.
Groups such as Sunrise and Citizen Alert (www.citizenalert.org) provide information to 
consumers to raise awareness, help consumers realize they have options when it 
comes to energy usage and to make Nevada a shining example of what a clean 
energy state could look like.



"Hopefully consumers will embrace green power options as these technologies become more  affordable and accessible," said Marion Barritt, spokesperson for Sunrise.

Whether cost is a major factor, commitment to the environment, or simply wanting to build a  home of one's own, nowadays innovative technologies are creating ample 
opportunities to achieve a sustainable future.


